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TRIVIAL CONSTRAINT VARIATIONAL PROBLEM 
LENKA CZUDKOVA. JITKA JANOVA AND JANA MUSILOVA 
ABSTRACT. In this paper we study trivial constraint Cart an forms arising from the 
variational theory of mechanical systems with non-holonomic constraints proposed 
recently by Krupkova and Musilova. After remarks indicating obstructions in solving 
trivial constraint variational problem in general we discuss some special but not 
trivial situations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Physical systems are often subjected to various types of constraints. Clearly, it is im-
portant to derive corresponding equations of motion and then to deal with a question 
of their variationality. However, only the theory of holonomic constraints is satis-
factorily elaborated. Non-holonomic systems are still studied by many authors with 
different approaches (see References). 
We adopt the geometrical theory of first-order mechanical systems with non-holo-
nomic constraints on jet manifolds developed by Krupkova (see [2]) and the concept 
of constrained variationality proposed later by Krupkova and Musilova (see [6], [7]). 
Using the results of these theories (briefly summarized in Section 2) we study trivial 
constraint Cartan forms, i.e. forms leading to identically zero left-hand sides of con-
strained equations of motion (Section 3). We there refer to some difficulties connected 
with the quite general formulation of the problem. Then we discuss some special 
situations. 
We accept the standard notation of geometrical objects. Let n : Y —• X be a fibred 
manifold, dimY = m+1, dimK = 1,7Tr : J
rY -> X its r-jet prolongation (throughout 
this paper it will be 1 < r < 2) and 7rr>s : J
rY —• JSY, 0 < s < r, J°Y = Y canonical 
projections. Associated fibred chart on JrY arising from the fibred chart (V, tji) on V, 
V c Y is an open set, ip = (£,ga), 1 < o < m, takes the form (Vryipr), Vr = TT~Q (17), 
i>\ = (£, qa, cf), fa = (*, 9*. qa> ¥)• A section S : I -> JrY of 7rr, I C X is an open set, 
is called holonomic if there is a section 7 of n such that 6 = JTr). 
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A vector field £ on JrY is called nr-projectable if there is a vector field £o on X 
such that T7rr£ = £0 o 7rr and is called nr-vertical if F7rr £ — 0. A form 77 on J
rY is 
called 7Tr-horizontal if 7̂7 = 0 for every 7rr-vertical vector field on J
rY and is called 
contact if Jr7*7l = 0 for every section 7 of IT. Analogously, a 7rr)S-projectable vector 
field, 7rriS-vertical vector field and 7rr)S-horizontal form is defined. By means of contact 
1-forms ua = d<f - fdt and u° = df - fdt the basis (dt, u°, df) of 1-forms on JlY 
and the basis (dt,u°',LU°\df) of 1-forms on J2Y can be introduced. For every fc-form 
77 on JrY it holds: 7r*+lr77 = Pk-i'H + Pk'q where Pk-iV is (k - l)-contact component of 
77 and pkf] is k-contact component of 77. A fc-form 77 is called (fc — l)-contact if ptf = 0 
and is called k-contact ifpk-ir] = 0. 
A distribution V on JrY is definedas a mapping assigning to every point x G JrY 
a vector subspace V (x) C TxJ
rY. A distribution can be generated either by (local) 
vector fields £L on J
rY, 1 G X, or by its annihilators, i.e. (local) 1-forms 77̂  on JrY, 
K G AC, i^,rjK = 0 for every t el, K G /C where 1, K are sets of indices. We will write 
V = span {t;t \ 1 G 1} , V° = span { r]K \ K G AC } . 
A section 0* of 7rr is called an integral section of a distribution V if 0̂ 77 = 0 for every 
77GD0. 
2. BASIC GEOMETRICAL CONCEPTS 
This section contains a brief outline of basic geometrical concepts that we will need. 
For proofs and more details see [2], [3], [6], [7]. 
Unconstrained mechanical systems (see [2]). 
We will start from the concept of dynamical form E, defined as a 1-contact 7T2,o-
horizontal 2-form on J2Y. Such a form is in every fibred chart expressed as follows: 
E = Ea(t,q
p,qp,qp) dqa /\dt, 1 <a,p<m. 
Having on mind physical applications we will assume that it holds 
Ea (t, q
p, qp, <f) = Aa (t, f, f) + Bav (t, f, q
p) if . 
For every dynamical form E there exists a 2-form a on JlY, called Lepagean form 
associated to E, such that pia = E, i.e. 
a = Aau
a A dt + Bavuj
a A df + Favu° A a/ 
where Fav = —FU(T are some functions on J
lY. The equivalence class [a] with the 
equivalence relation a\ ~ a<i if ai — a2 = Fav u
a A UJU is called a Lepagean class of E, 
or a first-order mechanical system associated to E. Finally, by a path of a dynamical 
form E, or by a path of a mechanical system [a], we mean a section 7 of 7r satisfying 
the condition 
E o J27 = 0, i.e. Aa + Bavq
u = 0 along J27. 
The last equations are called (unconstrained) equations of motion. 
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Concept of unconstrained variationality (see [2], [3]). 
A dynamical form E is called (locally) variational if in a neighbourhood of every 
point x G JlY there exists a (local) Lagrangian A = L(t,q°', qa) dt such that 
dL d dL 
° ~ dq° dt dcf ' 
The equations of motion are then called Euler-Lagrange equations. 
Theorem 1. A dynamical form E is locally variational iff the corresponding mechan-
ical system [a] contains a closed representative OLE- Such a representative is unique. 
Remark 1. 
(a) The closed representative OLE 111 a variational mechanical system [a] can be 
locally expressed as e.g. OLE = d0 where a 1-form 0 = Ldt + J^o/7 is called 
Cartan form. 
(b) A mechanical system [a] is variational iff functions Aa, Bav satisfy the well-
known Helmholtz conditions. 
A Lagrangian A for which the corresponding dynamical form E vanishes identically 
is called a trivial Lagrangian. 
Remark 2. Cartan forms 0i and 62 correspond to the same variational system iff 
0i — 02 = d/i where h (t, qa) is a function on JlY. 
Mechanical systems with non-holonomic constraints (see [2]). 
Consider a mechanical system subjected to a system of (local) non-holonomic con-
straints 
f(t,qa,qa) = 0, rank (-£) =fc, l < 2 < f c , 1 < f c < r a - l , 
or, in a more frequent normal form 
.m-k+i -g
i(t,qa,ql)=0, l<l<m-k. 
This system determines a constraint submanifold Q of JlY fibred over Y of dimension 
2m -f 1 — fc. Obviously, a set of paths now consists only of those sections 7 of 7r 
satisfying the condition fl o J1^ = 0 (so-called Q-admissible sections, see [5], [16]). 
Let us recall concepts appearing in this theory. First, on an open set U in JlY, 
U n Q ^ 0, define (local) constraint 1-forms 
dfl 
ft = fdt + ^ - ua and forms tp% = Cft , Ki<k 
where 1 : Q —• JlY, 1 (t,qa,ql) = (t,q°,ql,g{(t,qu,qs)) is canonical embedding of Q 
into JlY. 
Proposition 1. 
(a) Forms tpl = i*<$>% where ft run over the set of all constraint 1-forms on the open 
sets covering Q generate a distribution C on Q of corank fc. 
(b) A section 7 0/7T satisfies the condition floJ1^ = 0 iff Jlr) is an integral section 
of the distribution C. 
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Distribution C on Q, 
C° = span {</?*} = span {ft/?} , 
is called canonical distribution. Further, forms tpl generate the constraint ideal 
I (C°) = {tpi A tp* | fa is a form on Q} . 
Its subset of k-forms will be denoted by Xk(C°). Finally, taking into account the fact 
<pi = -?£ul + i*um-M = -^f-ul + dqm-k+i - gldt 
oql oql 
we can introduce the new basis (d£,o;',<pt,dq,/) of 1-forms on Q. 
Define the equivalence relation t*a\ ~ i*a2 by i*a\ — t*a2 = F/s u
l Aus+Xi A(pl where 
Fis = —Fsi are some functions on Q and \i *
s a 1-form on Q. Clearly, 6*ai ~ £*a2 iff 
ai ~ a2, i.e. iff ai,a2 G [a]. The equivalence class [ag] = [t*a] where aQ = i*a for 
some a G [a] is called a constrained mechanical system on Q related to the mechanical 
system [a]. A direct calculation gives 
aQ = AiU
l/\dt + Blsu
l A dqs + Flsu
l Aus + Xi^^ 
where functions Ai, Bis depend not only on Aa, Bav but on the non-holonomic con-
straints g% as well: 
ÃI = 
Bы 
£) 7 £} 7 .Q t Í3 i 
j=l i= l j=l 
A: • • 
#/s + 2 L V Z , m" f c + i3á* + m~k+i^s~QM) + Brn-k+j,m-k+i-~-J^ 
A path of a constrained system [aQ] is defined in an analogy to an unconstrained case, 
i.e. as a section 7 of n satisfying the conditions 
f o J ^ ^ O and At + Blsq
s = 0 along J27. 
These equations are called reduced equations of motion. 
Remark 3. The above geometrical approach is equivalent to the physical one consid-






Such a force is called Chetaev force and functions /il on JlY are called Lagrange 
multipliers. 
Concept of constrained variationality (see [6], [7]). 
Concept of variationality for a system with non-holonomic constraints is defined 
through the property of variational unconstrained case (cf. Theorem 1). 
Definition 1. A constrained mechanical system [aQ] is called variational if it contains 
a closed representative. 
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Remark 4. 
(a) A constrained system arising from the variational one is obviously variational 
(in the previous sense). The converse is not t rue in general. 
(b) A constrained system is variational iff so-called constraint Helmholtz conditions 
are fulfilled (see [6], [7]). 
(c) Contrary to an unconstrained case, the closed representative of a variational 
constrained s y s t e m n e e d not be unique. Two closed representatives differ by 
a closed form p = Fis u
l A us + \% A </?*. 
Now, for the simplification of the following formulas put 
dc d'c d d> _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
1 dql dt dql q dqldqs ' ' dql dt dql 
where 
d- _ _ _ dg* d _ £ _ J _ •/___ j n 
dql dql dql dqm~k+i ' dt dt dql * dqm~k^ ' 
P r o p o s i t i o n 2 . Let [an] be a variational constrained system. Then, on Q there exists 
a representative a g G [an] and a (local) l-form 
r\ j 
0 — Ld^ + —— ul + Lm-k+i w
l such that an — d0 
oql 
where L and Lm-k+i, 1 < i < k, are functions on Q. 
By means of coefficients of the form 0 the reduced equations of motion can be expressed 
as follows: 
f o J 1 - - 0 , et (L) - Lm-k+i ei (g
l) =0. 
Definition 2. 
(a) A form 0 — Ldt + | ^ ul + Lm-k+i y
% is called constraint Cartan form (cf. [4], 
[5],[7],[16])._ 
(b) A form r — Td£ + | ^ ul + Tm_fc+i ^ where T and Tm-k+i are functions on Q 
satisfying e\ (T) - Tm-k+i ei (g
%) = 0 is called trivial constraint Cartan form. 
R e m a r k 5 . 
(a) Note tha t constraint Car tan forms are given by (k + 1) functions L, Lm-k+i 
on Q. 
(b) Constraint Car tan forms 0_ and 02 correspond to the same variational system 
iff 0_ - 02 = f. 
3. TRIVIAL CONSTRAINT CARTAN FORMS 
After a brief summary of basic geometrical concepts we will discuss trivial constraint 
variational problem. First , we will demonstrate tha t its quite general formulation is 
not elementary. Then we will discuss some special si tuations. 
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Gene ra l r e m a r k s . 
Proposit ion 3. All trivial constraint Cartan forms are given by closed forms p = 
Fis J Aojs + Xi A J as df = p. 
Obviously, there always exist trivial constraint Cartan forms corresponding to p = 0, 
i.e. f = dh where h (t,qa) is a function on Q. On the other hand, for concrete choice 
of constraints we can ask if there exist closed forms p ^ 0 as well. (Trivial constraint 
variational problem is closely connected with a question of uniqueness of the closed 
representative in a variational constrained mechanical system.) 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a closed form p ^ 0 are given 
by constraint Helmholtz conditions_(see [6], [7]) in which A\ = 0, _3/s — 0 for every 
1 < /, s < m - k. These conditions represent a system of PDE for coefficients in the 
form p. Write down their quite general solution (i.e. write down form p explicitly) is, 
of course, impossible. For this reason we will focus on some concrete situations only 
and we will study a question of existence of a closed form p ^ 0. First, let us summarize 
some useful formulas. 
From the definition of trivial constraint Cartan form £/ (T) — Tm-k+i £i (g
l) = 0 
where T, Tm-k+i are functions on Q we have 
( i ) 
(2) 
and 
єí(ř)=гm_ f c+ łЄ{(У), 
д2Ť = -_ _ ðV 
дqsдql m—к+i дqsдql 
df = P=_ 
+ 
\дTm-к+i 
дqs < И alt(/,s) J Л u



















dqldq dqldq ,m—к+i 
u/A(p* 
Qqm-к+j\ alt(ѓj) 
Ц? Л Ҷ)1 
where the first term of (3) was modified using the partial derivative of (1) with respect 
to qs. 
For a given point of <3, (1) and (2) can be regarded as a homogeneous system of 
IV = (m — k) ( l + m~^"1"1) linear equations for k + IV unknown values Tm_k+u Q* J-I > 
e\ (f). This system has the rank IV and thus its solutions generate a /.-dimensional 
vector space. For example, functions ^ J . , a n d e\ (f) could be expressed as linear 
combinations of free functions T m _fc + i , . . . , T m . Clearly, there arises a problem to 
solve a system of partial differential equations with respect to T. The solution can be 
obtained in quite special situations only, not in general. 
On the other hand, it can be seen from (3) that there are special types of constraints 
such that p G -Z^C0) for arbitrary Tm-k+i- Such constraints are given by condition 
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e\ (g%) = 0 for every 1 < i < fc, 1 < / < m - k. This condition is fulfilled especially 
for semiholonomic constraints and for constraints depending only on velocities. Let us 
discuss these situations more precisely. 
Semiholonomic constraints. 
A system of non-holonomic constraints is called semiholonomic constraints if the 
constraint ideal 1(C°) is differential, i.e. if dip1 G X2(C°) for every 1 < i < fc. Prom 
the definition following necessary and sufficient conditions for the constraints to be 
semiholonomic can be obtained: 
€i(9l)=0, a ^ h = 0 ' 1<i<k^ \<Us<m-k. 
Then, from conditions (1) and (2) we have 
T = atq
l + b 
where a/ and b are functions of (t,qa) which fulfil e[ (f) = 0. Functions Tm_fc+i can 
be chosen arbitrarily, i.e. p ^ 0 in general. Two special possibilities for f can be 
considered: 
f = fdt + —lJ = (atq
l + b)dt + aiu;1, f = Tm-k+i(p
i. 
Constraints dependent on velocities. 
Consider gl = gl (ql) for every 1 < i < fc. Then again e[ (gl) = 0 for 1 < i < fc, 
1 < / < m - fc. Thus, p G J2(C°j, 
[ST^-fc+fi 
9 = à#лć+ Щ^-^Mtл^ L д q l J ^ L d í дq> 
\dcTm-k+i d T l л i x Г^--m-A:+i 7 л i 
9^ dqldqm-k+il Y L9qm-fc+^ait(ijf 
where T, Tm_jt+i are solutions of (1), (2). 
In special cases of the constraints it may happen that for all solutions of (1), (2) 
it holds p = 0. Then, all trivial constraint Cartan forms are given by exterior deriva­
tives of the functions on Q) i.e. f = dh. In such a case the closed representative of 
every variational constrained mechanical system [QQ] is unique. Let us present con­
crete example in which the conclusion p = 0 can be obtained e.g. most simply from 
constraint Helmholtz conditions: 
m = 3, fc = 1, g
l = q3 = const • [(q1)2 + (q2)2] . 
Note that for m = 2 and analogous constraint g1 = q2 = const • (q1) a closed form 
p 7̂  0 exists, e.g. p = dq1 A (fl. 
The same conclusion p = 0 we obtain also e.g. for 
m = 3, fc = 1, gl = q3 = const • (qlq2). 
On the other hand, for 
m = 3, fc = 1, gl = q3 = const • (q1 + q2) 
a closed form p ^ 0 exists, e.g. p = dq1 A if1 + dq2 A (D1. 
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4. CONCLUSION 
The main purpose of this paper was to study trivial constraint variational problem. 
As we have shown in Section 3, quite general solution of this problem appears not to 
be elementary. Thus, every concrete choice of non-holonomic constraints has to be 
studied separately with appropriately chosen approach. 
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